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http://www.inep-acad.ru/ you seem more distant
Posted by jacketsy - 2017/07/06 07:27
_____________________________________

The next time, the eyes of the words are basically on the two people, Yu ? ? with the role of the woman
shuttle in the crowd, from some of the details can be seen, he is very concerned about this woman. 

Until the woman posted in the www.inep-acad.ru ears whispered something, but also with the lips of the
men under the jaw, Yu ? ? asked her a few words, and then let her go alone. 

Anyan followed her all the way to the bathroom, turned around and looked at her when she was doing
lipstick, coldly grunted, Miss season, when you can really be the secretary of the competent, even the
honor and disgrace are forgotten? 

Ji Xi, such as hearing the sound, stopped the action, turned around and looked at her, she did not know
the words, frown Road, Who are you? 

Anyan side wiped his fingers, while smiled and said, This is important? I said you when the secretary is
good when, even when the boss of the female partner should also have a female partner, but you seem
more distant  

What do i do with me? 

Ah. 

Anyan hook lips, the curvature of the lips is very light, the beautiful face of the city is very charming in the
light, his face with a little casual, I just can not see someone can not wait to be a small three, I am safe
life, the most annoying Is a small three!  

Ji Xi, such as the beginning of the thought that the words are also like http://www.inep-acad.ru/ people, I
heard the name of the words she came to react, then chuckle, You are Xiao Tai Tai, is also the wife of
the girlfriend Amy?
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